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VisionVision

A Predictive Enterprise drives profitable 
revenue growth by embedding 

analytics into key business processes 
across its business and using analytics 

to drive core business decisions.



The Predictive AdvantageThe Predictive Advantage

There’s analytics…and analytics
Core analytics/BI

� Measure. Report. Study.

� “Rear-view mirror”

� Manually query your data

Predictive analytics

� Algorithms automatically “learn” significant patterns

� Models make predictions for current/new cases

� Insight delivered to drive better business decisions



Driving Smarter OutcomesDriving Smarter Outcomes
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IBM SPSS PlatformIBM SPSS Platform
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Integration with other IBM solutionsIntegration with other IBM solutions

Bring Analytics to Strategic 
Decisions

Collaboration Management

Dashboarding
Reporting
Visualization
Financial Data

Smart Appliance
Stream Computing
Parallelization
Entity Analytics
Cloud Computing

Highly Scalable & Big 
Data Computing The Customer-

Centric Revolution
Social Network Analysis

Social Media Analysis
Voice of Customer

IBM Analytics Ecosystem

Deployment to 
Decision Makers

Complex Event Processing
Business Process Management

Business Rules & Events (ILOG)

Multi-channel Deployment & Management

Domain Knowledge Understanding
Industry Interfaces

Task Templates
Supply Chain Data (iLOG)

Optimization (iLOG)

Industry Solutions

GBS

• Maximo asset management



SPSS Statistics in Cognos 10SPSS Statistics in Cognos 10

� Wizard driven statistical analysis seamlessly integrated in reports 
(Report Studio)

� Shape and distribution of data
� Histogram
� Box Plots
� Descriptive tables

� Statistical process Control
� Control Charts
� Control Rules

� Data Analysis and testing
� Regression
� Compare Means
� Correlation



New integration with Cognos 10New integration with Cognos 10

Benefits
� Leverage investment in Cognos BI 

� Enable easy access to Cognos BI data 
inside Modeler

� Avoid manual extraction & import of 
data

New Cognos Nodes
� Source & Export

� Read / Write Cognos 8 Packages

Note
� Currently support Cognos 8.4

� Plans to certify with Cognos 10, but not 
yet released

� Part of Modeler Professional



IBM SPSS ROIIBM SPSS ROI

An independent researcher found that the average 
ROI on a Predictive Analytics project was 250%



LetLet ’’s dive in...s dive in...



Industry specific applicationsIndustry specific applications

Smarter Manufacturing/ Mining

• Predictive maintenance
• Effective Asset Management
• Employee churn



The Predictive JourneyThe Predictive Journey

Insight for 
Decision Makers

The Next Best Action
Analyze quality 
information

Root cause analysis 

Predicting potential failures

Real time condition 
monitoring



QuestionsQuestions



BUSINESS SCENARIO: POLICING - PROFILING

An organized crime unit wants to bust a drugs ring
The detectives are interested in identifying the central 
players within a narcotics network

Johnny is arrested for breaking into a car
He is 15 years old and confesses that he wanted to 
belong to a group of friends

Will he become a 
repeat offender?

If YES: advise DA and 
later parole officer?

A citizen reports a burglary
Reports that her house was burglarized while she was 
talking to a representative from the city council

Does this crime resemble 
others? Is it serial?

Do we have a team working on 
similar crimes that we can assign 
it to?

A Break-in into a shop is reported
The perpetrators entered by breaking a window probably 
between 3am and 5am. Crime was discovered  at 6 pm 
next day

Does it make sense to 
send out a  CSI team?

Is it likely that they’ll 
find useful evidence?

Who are the key persons? Who are the leaders?
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